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Safe harbor

This presentation includes forward-looking statements, including, among other things, statements regarding Zendesk’s future financial performance, its continued investment to grow its business, and 
progress towards its long-term financial objectives. The words such as “may,” “should,” “will,” “believe,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “target,” “project,” and similar phrases that denote future expectation or intent 
regarding Zendesk’s financial results, operations, and other matters are intended to identify forward-looking statements. You should not rely upon forward-looking statements as predictions of future events.

The outcome of the events described in these forward-looking statements is subject to known and unknown risks, uncertainties, and other factors that may cause Zendesk’s actual results, performance, or 
achievements to differ materially, including (i) adverse changes in general economic or market conditions; (ii) Zendesk’s ability to adapt its products to changing market dynamics and customer preferences 
or achieve increased market acceptance of its products; (iii) Zendesk’s expectation that the future growth rate of its revenues will decline, and that, as its costs increase, Zendesk may not be able to 
generate sufficient revenues to achieve or sustain profitability; (iv) Zendesk’s limited operating history, which makes it difficult to evaluate its prospects and future operating results; (v) Zendesk’s ability to 
effectively manage its growth and organizational change; (vi) the market in which Zendesk operates is intensely competitive, and Zendesk may not compete effectively; (vii) the development of the market 
for software as a service business software applications; (viii) Zendesk’s ability to introduce and market new products and to support its products on a shared services platform; (ix) Zendesk’s ability to 
integrate acquired businesses and technologies successfully or achieve the expected benefits of such acquisitions; (x) breaches in Zendesk’s security measures or unauthorized access to its customers’ 
data; (xi) service interruptions or performance problems associated with Zendesk’s technology and infrastructure; (xii) real or perceived errors, failures, or bugs in its products; (xiii) Zendesk’s substantial 
reliance on its customers renewing their subscriptions and purchasing additional subscriptions; and (xiv) Zendesk’s ability to effectively expand its sales capabilities.

The forward-looking statements contained in this presentation are also subject to additional risks, uncertainties, and factors, including those more fully described in Zendesk’s filings with the Securities and 
Exchange Commission, including its Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the quarter ended March 31, 2017. Further information on potential risks that could affect actual results will be included in the 
subsequent periodic and current reports and other filings that Zendesk makes with the Securities and Exchange Commission from time to time.

Forward-looking statements represent Zendesk’s management’s beliefs and assumptions only as of the date such statements are made. Zendesk undertakes no obligation to update any forward-looking 
statements made in this presentation to reflect events or circumstances after the date of this presentation or to reflect new information or the occurrence of unanticipated events, except as required by law.

This presentation and the accompanying oral presentation include certain non-GAAP financial measures as defined by the Securities and Exchange Commission rules. These non-GAAP financial measures 
are in addition to, and not as a substitute for or superior to measures of financial performance prepared in accordance with GAAP. There are a number of limitations related to the use of these non-GAAP 
financial measures versus their nearest GAAP equivalents. For example, other companies may calculate non-GAAP financial measures differently or may use other measures to evaluate their performance, 
all of which could reduce the usefulness of our non-GAAP financial measures as tools for comparison. As required by Regulation G, we have provided a reconciliation of those measures to the most directly 
comparable GAAP measures, which is available in the Appendix.

This presentation and the accompanying oral presentation include a number of operating metrics that Zendesk uses to evaluate its business, measure performance, identify trends, formulate business 
plans, and make strategic decisions. These operating metrics include the number of paid customer accounts, dollar-based net expansion rate, monthly recurring revenue represented by its churned 
customers, and the percentage of its monthly recurring revenue originating from customers with more than 100 agents on Zendesk Support. Please see the Appendix for details regarding the definition and 
calculation of these operating metrics.

This presentation utilizes certain trademarks and service marks for reference purposes. All such trademarks and service marks are and remain the property of their respective owners.
Any unreleased services or features referenced in this or other presentations, press releases or public statements are not currently available and may not be delivered or released on time or at all. 
Customers who purchase our services should make their purchase decisions based upon features that are currently available.



Agenda

Welcome Keynote - Mikkel Svane, Founder, CEO

Software for the Modern World - Adrian McDermott, President of Products

Customer series: TOTVS

CIOs in a Modern World - Tom Keiser, CIO

Customer series: Zoom

Future of Customer Experience - Ian Jacobs of Forrester

Evolving the GTM Model for Sustained Growth - Bryan Cox, CRO

Financial Update - Elena Gomez, CFO

Social Responsibility, Empathy and Community - Tiffany Apczynski, VP Public Policy and Social Impact

Final Q&A

5:15 pm - Demo Stations and Cocktail Hour



Mikkel Svane
Founder, Chief Executive Officer
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Went public 3 years ago today



Paid customer accounts

Q1 2014        Q1 2017



Monthly active agents

April 2014        April 2017



End customers served by agents

April 2014        April 2017



Self-serve pageviews

Q1 2014        Q1 2017



Apps & Integrations available

Feb 2014       Q1 2017



Web Wets

Q1 2017

Web Widgets



Consistent revenue growth 

3.7x



Sales Service

Marketing

˝

˝



Software built for 
relationships first

Unified 
Product Family

Software built for 
relationships first



Trust

Organizations want

Evangelism

Loyalty

Customers want

Transparency

Empowerment

Responsiveness



Drivers of growth

Multi-product strategy

Move up-market

Transactional business

2020
Growth Drivers



$1 Billion - Here we come

Transactional 
business

Move up-market

Multi-product
strategy

$1 Billion

20202014



Broad presence for strong transactional biz

for the quarter ended March 31, 2017

150+ 
countries

Revenue by 
geographic area

46% 
Outside US

54% 
US

International
presence



Global growth - Many new markets to explore

India
Launched late 2016

Mexico
Coming in 2017

21



Differentiators for transactional business also disrupt in traditional enterprise sales

Easy to use

Frictionless
on-boarding

Low-TCO

Full trial

Elasticity

Scalable



Moving up-market

Fueling high growth 
new economy companies

Helping traditional 
enterprises innovate 



Low friction multi-product discovery



Commitment to investors



Adrian McDermott
President of Products



Loyalty Evangelism Trust



Consumer relationships are central 
to their brand promise.

WHAT THEY HAVE IN COMMON



Trust

Evangelism

Loyalty

Transparency

Empowerment

Responsiveness



Beginning
Future

 CUSTOMER DATA

P
R

O
A

C
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E
R
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C
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Responsive omnichannel support

Self-service & knowledge content 

Embedded service experience

Beyond Support 
Conversations

Proactive messaging 

Today

The Zendesk Product Journey



Because our buyer’s job is changing

The “Head of Customer Support” is becoming 
the “Head of Customer Experience”

And they are taking on new responsibilities 
across the customer journey 



+

Proactive campaigns  



73% 
of those emails 

went unread

How businesses and customers 
today communicate

MailChimp 
customers sent 

250B 
emails in 2016...



Zendesk Connect early access program 

Educating and supporting  
customers with Zendesk Connect

 
● 1,100+ customers signed up and 

120 live campaigns

● Successful campaigns to onboard, 
notify, nurture, and support

● Teams responsible for customers’ 
success are getting ahead of 
future issues by educating them



https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B-F4zOtNCtMGRHVZajdtTTlDSFE/preview


Welcome Outbound to the Zendesk family

+

Tailor communication to 
the customer

Personalize every message to each 
customer and communicate on the 

channels that work best for 
them—web, email, or mobile.

Intelligently pinpoint 
customer targets

Integrate data from various sources, 
and create data-driven campaigns 
based on who your customers are 

and the actions they take.

Measure the outcome of 
every interaction 

Set goals by defining the conversion 
metrics that matter most. Outbound 
even provides recommendations on 

how to reach those goals.



Signs up for 
Scoot

First 
ride

Takes training 
course

Second 
ride

WELCOME
Email to promote 

training

ONBOARDING
Promote training via 
email, mobile push

WRAP-UP
First ride wrap-up and 

ride again

NURTURE + UPSELL
Promote 2nd ride and 

10-pack rides



Orchestrate a unified and engaging end-to-end customer experience

Build Awareness Try Buy Advocacy Learn

Marketing Sales Support

embeddables

Shared Ownership 
and Understanding

Shared Context 
and Tools 

+



A beautifully simple system for prioritizing, solving, 
and tracking customer support requests



Bigger and faster
Automate request routing with seamless handoffs between 

bots and agents, accelerate agent responses with AI.

Multichannel customer service

Customer service on demand
Build trust with customers by offering contextual, personalized, 

support on the channels they prefer.

Powerfully productive agents
Set agents up for success with tools for information gathering, 

collaboration, communication, and automation.



Enterprise scale calls for broader solutions

Customer insights

Troubleshooting tools

Collective knowledge

Rich Communications

User Requests
Advanced 

Routing
Agent Team

Self-service & 
Bots



Guide is a smart knowledge base for better 
self-service and empowered agents.



Increase the quality 
of customer support 

while reducing 
support costs

76% 20%

of customers prefer 
self-service

Guide gives customers the most 
relevant answers and information 

automatically —and in context— for a 
faster self-service experience.

of agent time is spent 
looking for information
Capture your team’s collective 

knowledge and build on it over time 
with Guide so agents can respond to 

support requests more effectively.



Guide works 
seamlessly with 
Zendesk Support 

86% of companies improved 
CSAT by 50% or more using 
Guide’s help center for 
self-service

89% of customers reduced 
average handle time by 
50% or more with Guide.

A self-service destination

Beautifully branded help center, 
community & service portal

In-context relevant content

Embedded in mobile apps, 
websites and more

An internal resource for agents

Where they can share, access 
and collaborate on knowledge

Centralized content management

Version history, access control and 
performance metrics in one place



Continuous feedback loop with the only knowledge base native to Zendesk Support 

Re
qu

es
t 

Im
pr

ov
e

Customer

Visible Customer Journey

Request

Agent

Knowledge

Im
proveRequest

AI



1 2 3

A customer has

a question

Answers are 

suggested

The ticket is

solved or passed to an agent

Automatically resolve customer issues with Answer Bot



Live chat software that provides a fast and responsive way 
to connect with customers in the moment



Real-time customer support

Reduce wait times 
and improve satisfaction
With shorter first response times, 

customers are served faster leading to 
the highest CSAT of any channel

Increase conversions, 
sales, and revenue

Proactive engagement through Chat 
increases sales by up to 29%.

Increase team productivity 
and performance

Serve multiple customers at the same time 
and increase productivity by 25%, saving 

hundreds of thousands of dollars



Chat for the enterprise

Roles and Permissions
Increased security with 

granular permission 
controls for agents

Advanced Routing
Skill based routing rules 
for accurate, timely, and 

relevant support

Widget Web SDK
Customized end-user 

widget for a unique and 
consistent experience



Live Chat beyond Support

Create business goals to 
measure the impact of chat - 

whether it’s making a purchase 
or signing up for a newsletter. 

Live Chat has increased our 
customers’ conversion rates 

by up to 29%



Message + Chat - The next frontier

Customer

Chat Agents

Live Chat

Messaging Apps

Chat Dashboard

+Message Dashboard

Multi-Channel 
Chat Dashboard



Call center software for more personal and productive 
phone support conversations



State of Talk: Great 1st steps on the path to a significant business opportunity

Thousands of paying customers

1M calls / week while hitting our reliability 
and stability targets

Top customers doing 20K calls / day with more 
than 100 agents  

Finishing table stakes features for the 100 agent 
call center

Still primarily selling into the Support 
installed base

Still in single digit penetration

Most of Support base isn’t yet using any 
dedicated, integrated phone support system

Building towards our vision: a fully integrated 
omnichannel contact center

PROGRESS TO DATE MUCH MORE TO COME



Enhanced phone support accessibilityFuture of the omnichannel contact center

Doubling down on Talk’s 
unique position as a 
natively integrated 

voice channel 

Empower companies to 
deliver on customer 

expectations for seamless 
cross-channel support



New CTI Partner for Zendesk Talk partner edition: AWS Connect

Zendesk among the 
first in the AWS 
Partner Network to 
support Amazon 
Connect, a new 
cloud-based contact 
center service from 
AWS. 

AWS Connect joins 
our 35 CTI partners 
in allowing joint 
customers to track 
phone calls 
in Support



Customer analytics and reporting



Launching Zendesk Explore

"With Explore, we have so much more flexibility. We can easily tailor 
custom metrics to our organization's goals and constantly evolve our 

dashboards as our reporting needs change."



Bring together all sources of customer data

65+ DATA SOURCES



Orchestrate a unified and engaging end-to-end customer experience

Build Awareness Try Buy Advocacy Learn

Marketing Sales Support

embeddables

Shared Ownership 
and Understanding

Shared Context 
and Tools 

+



60

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A0ezW0yto2s


TOTVS Head of Services 
Industry Solutions 

Zendesk VP of Latam Sales

Marcelo Cosentino Alex Barrera



Tom Keiser
Chief Information Officer



The Modern CIO:
Enabling speed, agility, and business model flexibility



Customer at center 
of all technology

CFO’s:  Scale and productivity YOY improvements 

Demands on a modern CIO

Employee’s: Modern productivity tools

Customer’s: Relevant and timely information

CEO’s: Business model agility, flexbility

Board’s:  Security and compliance



Challenges for a modern CIO

Legacy on-premises 
Systems

Then Now

Stable

Integrated

Secure

Long implementations

High failure/disappointment rate

5+ year depreciation

Inflexible/Obstacle/Boat anchor

Expensive

Upgrades 

Complexity

Dated technology requires 

specialized skills 

VS



Layered complexity built into a legacy application landscape = Slow and expensive



Migrating to 
the Cloud
Cloud platforms vs best of breed SaaS



Cloud platforms vs Best of breed SaaS

VS

Cloud 
“Platforms”

Best-of-Breed 
SaaS

Look a lot like ERP suite

Proprietary

Lock-in

Expensive

Open and fast

Architect for BofB and 

micro-services

Subscription for only what you need

Always use the best product

 



Financial Systems
HRMS/

Payroll Systems

Sales 
Support 
Systems

Supply Chain 
Systems

Integration Layer

D
ata Lake/D

ata W
arehouse/A

nalytics
Your Customer

Marketing 
Systems

Customer 
Service 
Systems

eCommerce/ 
Trials/ Buying/ 

Billing

SaaS application landscape

Employee Productivity Tools



Some of our current applications

Marketing Sales Finance HR Support IT & Security Collaboration

EDW & Analytics



Best of breed 
SaaS
Re-Architect your business and adopt 
SaaS-based technologies for speed, scale, agility



Subscription

Slice up your old technology

Speed
Customer 
Relationship

Weeks vs months 

Try things quickly

Pay for what you need 

Switch: always use the 

most modern tech

Relevant info at every 
touch-point

Learn and offer 
in real time



Sophisticated not complicated

Timely and 
relevant data for 
your customers 

and for you

Beautifully 
simple 

customer 
experience

Scales 
effortlessly

Easy to 
integrate and 

adapt to 
customer 

service use 
cases



Easy to 
Integrate

Highly 
Adaptable

Reliable: Builds and 
Maintains Trust

Scalable

Benefits of Zendesk

Speed to 
Implement

Secure



Eric Yuan
  Zendesk SVP Operations Zoom Founder & CEO

Anne Raimondi
Zendesk GM,        

Outbound/Connect

Steven Yan



Future of Customer 
Experience
Ian Jacobs, Forrester



© 2017 FORRESTER. REPRODUCTION PROHIBITED.
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The Future Of Customer Service
Ian Jacobs, Principal Analyst

May 15, 2017
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The future
Let’s discuss…
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 Social is dead! Long live social!

© 2017 FORRESTER. REPRODUCTION PROHIBITED.
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VC are feeling decidedly anti-social

Source: CB Insights
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…and yet, 
contact center 
spending is still 
robust

Overall growth for global tech market: 
2017: 3.2%
2018: 3.9%
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…and most centers are planning for growth

Source: Forrester’s Networks And Telecommunications Survey, 2016

Base: 1,082 contact center decision-makers with 20+ employees and 50+ seat contact center

How do you expect your firm's overall number of contact center seats
 to change during the next 12 months?
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Experience improvement is your conduit to 
success with both marketers and customer service
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Forrester is telling every client to win on CX

Forrester Report: The CX Transformation Imperative; US SEC Filings
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Toolsets and tactics converge

Customer 
service

Marketing

Design and UX
Customer 

experience
Product and 

business owners
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Customer service rep (CSR) is empathetic and understands customer needs

Store environment is pleasant and welcoming

Company makes customers feel valued

Access to customer service is convenient (e.g., by phone, mobile app, or chat)

Customer can easily reach a live person when needed

CSR has the authority to solve problems without having to ask a supervisor

Company resolves issues quickly

CSR makes sure that all of a customer’s questions are answered

Company repairs or replaces faulty products

Emotion

Ease

Effectiveness

CX quality Customer service quality

Customer service and the three E’s CX
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Customers Want To Self-Serve

Phone

Base: 4622 US adults (18+) Forrester Technographics,, North American Retail And Customer Life Cycle Survey Q1 
2016

Help or FAQs on 
a company 
website or mobile 
website

Voice 
self-service

Virtual agents

Communities

66%

43%

39%

37%

67%
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Invest In Relevant (Curated And Social) Knowledge 

…And equip companies to have automated conversations
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Chatbots and messaging 
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Chatbots, AI, and machine learning
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AI, NLU, ML, IVA 

This alphabet 
soup should not 
be about firing 
agents!
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Capital One’s Alexa skill shows why…

Source: Capital One
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State of chatbots in the enterprise

Source: Forrester Research Executive Survey

4%

Today Piloting or plan to

31%
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The successful use cases
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Messaging is the message
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WeChat has become THE Chinese lifestyle 
platform in less than five years

• ~820M active users
• ~300M WePay users and x2PayPal transactions
• 50% of mobile time
• 10M+ public accounts from brands
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Messaging apps service experience

Discoverability
SLAs

Persistence
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One other 
unsung benefit

Flips the script – 
customers now 
have a persistent 
record of their 
interactions with 
you!



© 2017 FORRESTER. REPRODUCTION PROHIBITED.

Ian Jacobs

ijacobs@forrester.com’

@iangjacobs

Thank you.
FORRESTER.COM’



Bryan Cox
Chief Revenue Officer



2007

Products
Tactical Sale | Self-service

2014

Suites
Multi-Product | Pricing & Packaging | Specialists 

2017 Onwards

Solutions
Strategic Sale | Services | Partners  

Future

Agile Platform
Trusted Advisor

Deepening customer relationships

High
C

us
to

m
er

 R
el

at
io

ns
hi

p

Zendesk Offerings

Low

Stra
tegic Relevance



Evolving GTM model to capture expanded TAM opportunity

Multi-Buyer

From To

Multi-Product

Transactional + Strategic Sale

Self-service + Sales led

Generalists + Specialists

Single Buyer

Single Product

Transactional Sale

Self-service

Generalists



Growth drivers for our 
success in up-market

Multi-product 
selling

Land and 
expand sales 

motion

Coverage model
for scalability 
and impact

Broader 
marketing 
message

Differentiated 
customer 

experience



Multi-product selling: Non-standalone Support bookings growth very healthy

1 2 3 4Source: Zendesk Internal Bookings Analysis



Land and Expand sales motion in action

2015 Q4 2016 Q2 2017 Q12016 Q1 2016 Q3 2016 Q4

2015 Q4 2016 Q2 2017 Q12016 Q1 2016 Q3 2016 Q4

Source: Zendesk Internal CRM Data

2015 Q4 2016 Q2 2017 Q12016 Q1 2016 Q3 2016 Q4

2015 Q4 2016 Q2 2017 Q12016 Q1 2016 Q3 2016 Q4



Simplified coverage model for scalability and impact

Enterprise

Mid-market

SMB

Va
lu

e 
Se

lli
ng

Strategic-AE led
Pre-sales | Specialist supported
Services | Partners

AE + Marketing led
Pre-sales | Specialist supported

Marketing led
Web-Try-Buy

Tr
an

sa
ct

io
na

l

1 2 3 4



Business imperatives

Products

Broadening marketing message for value selling and customer success

Value drivers

1 2 3 4

Trust

Customer satisfaction

Efficiency

Loyalty

Reduce churn

Life time value

Evangelism

Reduce CAC

Net Promoter Score



Differentiated post-sales experience to balance efficiency and customer intimacy

1 2 3 4

SMBEnterprise Mid-market

Dedicated Pooled Self-Service
Customer Experience

Resource Model

Automation



In conclusion

● Evolving GTM model to capture 

expanded TAM opportunity

● Scaling GTM engines to deliver growth

● Strengthening GTM execution for 

scalability and impact



Elena Gomez
Chief Financial Officer



Zendesk today 
How we got here

Path to $1B 
Levers for Growth 

Zendesk 
at $1B



Elements of success

Growth
Dollar-based net expansion rate 
of 115+%; 100k+ paid customer 

accounts and expanding

New Products and 
New Markets 

Innovation & cross-selling
Complementary Solutions

Heritage
Built around 

customer success



History of strong financial growth - 49% Revenue CAGR from IPO to 2017

Annual revenue 
($ in millions)

$127

$209

$312

$417 - $425

49% CAGR at th
e midpoint

Total paid accounts 
(in thousands)

52

69

94

102
25% CAGR



The path to $1B

Expanding 
TAM/ New Markets

Multi-Product 
Strategy

Land and 
Expand

Disciplined 
Financial Management



The current market opportunity - $35B

Customer Service

$7B

Contact Center

Sales Automation

Marketing Automation

$8B

$8B

$12B

$35B

Source: IDC Worldwide Semiannual IT Spending Guide Customer Relationship Management (CRM): Vertical and Company Size (July 2016)



Future looks bright….TAM continues to grow in our core CRM market

Source: IDC Worldwide Semiannual IT Spending Guide: Vertical and Company Size (July 2016)

$48B

Enterprise SMB / Mid Market



Your journey powered by Zendesk



Multi-Product adoption will diversify our 2020 revenue

Revenue by product

88% 85% 81% 78%

2016 2018 2020

$312M

$1B
Support

Other Products $1B



A balanced approach - execution across both parts of our business

LTV 
Growth

Enterprise

Mid-market

SMB

Moving Up-market 

Focus on transactional



Growth is our priority balanced with scaling for the future

Growth

Efficiency

Cloud Infrastructure Product Innovation Enterprise Sales Scaling Backoffice



Delivering growth while increasing operating leverage

52%

33%

20%

19%

47%

29%

21%

16%

46%

26%

20%

15%

(24%)
(12%)

(7%)

N
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Historical non-GAAP results and 2020 expectations exclude share-based compensation and related expenses, amortization of purchased intangibles, and acquisition-related expenses. See Appendix for reconciliation to most comparable GAAP measures for 2014, 2015, and 
2016. Reconciliations of non-GAAP estimates for the 2020 expectations to the most directly comparable GAAP estimates are not provided as such estimates materially depend on an estimation for our share-based compensation, which fluctuates based on factors beyond our 
control and is not available without unreasonable efforts.

*These objectives are forward-looking and subject to significant business, economic, regulatory, competitive and other risks and uncertainties, many of which are beyond our control. Actual results may vary and variations may be material. See Appendix and our Form 10-Q for the 
quarter ended March 31, 2017 for information on risks and other factors that may affect our actual results. Nothing in this presentation should be regarded as a representation that these goals will be achieved and the we undertake no duty to update these goals.

*

8%-12%
39-41%

23-25%

15-16%

10-11%

S&M

COGS

R&D

G&A

Non-GAAP 
Operating 
Margin



Framework for long term model 

Accelerated 
Growth

High 
Growth

Mature 
Growth

Revenue Growth > 35% 30% - 35% < 30%

Non-GAAP
Operating Margin 1% - 3% 3% - 5% +5%

Non-GAAP 
Operating Cash 

Flow Margin
< Revenue Growth ~ Revenue Growth > Revenue Growth



2020 Target*

75-77%

39-41%

15-16%

10-11%

8-12%

Scaling our infrastructure

Improved rep productivity, 
simplified coverage model

Maturing Multi-Product portfolio

Scaling systems and tools

Continued efficiency - 2020 and long-term margin profiles

2014 2015 2016

Non-GAAP 
Gross margin

67% 71% 74%

Non-GAAP 
S&M as % of revenue

52% 47% 46%

Non-GAAP 
R&D as % of revenue

20% 21% 20%

Non-GAAP 
G&A as % of revenue

19% 16% 15%

Non-GAAP 
Operating margin

 (24)%  (12)%  (7)%

Driving Leverage

Historical non-GAAP results and 2020 expectations exclude share-based compensation and related expenses, amortization of purchased intangibles, and acquisition-related expenses. See Appendix for reconciliation to most 
comparable GAAP measures for 2014, 2015, and 2016. Reconciliations of non-GAAP estimates for the 2020 expectations to the most directly comparable GAAP estimates are not provided as such estimates materially depend on 
an estimation for our share-based compensation, which fluctuates based on factors beyond our control and is not available without unreasonable efforts.

*These objectives are forward-looking and subject to significant business, economic, regulatory, competitive and other risks and uncertainties, many of which are beyond our control. Actual results may vary and variations may be 
material. See Appendix and our Form 10-Q for the quarter ended March 31, 2017 for information on risks and other factors that may affect our actual results. Nothing in this presentation should be regarded as a representation 
that these goals will be achieved and the we undertake no duty to update these goals.



The road to $1B

Expanding 
TAM/ New Markets

Multi-Product 
Strategy

Land and 
Expand

Disciplined 
Financial Management
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Better, Faster, Human. 



Trust in key U.S institutions is declining 

Banks

Big business

Newspapers

Congress

2001

44%

28%

36%

26%

2016

27%

18%

20%

9%

Source: Gallup



In the future, shared values is a top priority for customers 

Millennials believe staying 
true to ethics/values is a 
competitive advantage

Consumers more likely to 
purchase from companies 
with active CSR programs

Millennials more likely 
to purchase from an 

ethical company

82% 81% 92%



Business is expected to lead

75%

AGREE

“A company can take specific actions 
that both increase profits and improve 
the economic and social conditions in 
the community where it operates”

Source: Edelman



Shared values translate across all markets

CSR

Geographies

New ProductsMarkets



Aspiring With Our Customers

Rise of the Conscious Consumer 

Sydney

London

San Francisco

79

81

75



Engaged Employees = Better Employees 



Your support team is your 
frontline of trust 





International engagement 

Powered by



Internal volunteer portal 



Strategic partnerships 

Facebook is using artificial intelligence to 
help with suicide prevention



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VsvYTHKysKg
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